Alert Logic MDR Professional

Expert-enabled SaaS Security built for AWS

Key benefits

• Add security experts to your team overnight without hiring staff.
• Get expert incident analysis and live notifications of active events in 15 minutes.
• Visualize all assets in your AWS environment.
• Easily track and analyze risks, security details, potential impacts, and detailed remediation recommendations.
• Protect your container environment for AWS Elastic Container Services (ECS) and Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS), AWS-deployed Docker and Kubernetes, Elastic Beanstalk, and CoreOS.
• Demonstrate compliance with reporting and focused security controls designed to meet your audit and regulatory needs.

Product overview

Alert Logic seamlessly connects a leading security platform, cutting-edge threat intelligence, and expert defenders — to provide first-rate security and peace of mind for your business 24/7. Alert Logic protects your Amazon Web Services (AWS) workloads by defending your cloud, applications, and infrastructure. With API-driven automation and DevOps templates for AWS, Alert Logic provides agile security and compliance that scales.

Product features

Comprehensive Visibility

• Detect and visualize issues in real-time for any workload, in any container, from Docker to AWS Fargate and everything in between.
• Endpoint protection helps thwart multiple attack techniques before any damage is done.
• User behavior anomaly detection (UBAD) for AWS environments detects and alerts on suspicious activity.

Security Integrated

• Continuously discovers and assesses your AWS configurations to find exposures and prevent future compromises.
• Connects with AWS Security Hub to provide a comprehensive view of your security state.
• Collects, parses and correlates AWS Network Firewall activity within the Alert Logic console for enhanced visibility and threat detection coverage.

DevOps Ready

• Alert Logic integrates tightly with AWS CloudTrail to detect changes and update configuration checks accordingly.
• Configuration of AWS services and deployment of Alert Logic’s sensors are all available via our public GitHub.

Additional resources

• Case Study
• Technical Brief
• Demo Video
How it works

Alert Logic provides the managed intrusion detection, log management, advanced event correlation, and web application protection necessary to help meet your share of security responsibilities for security and compliance posture.

Alert Logic helps you stay ahead of your responsibility with asset visibility, vulnerability assessment, threat detection and response, and web application security, all at optimal cost.

Differentiators

- Expert incident analysis, threat intelligence, and a modern, always up-to-date platform
- Managed intrusion detection to detect threats lurking in your network traffic
- Log management and review to meet compliance requirements
- Advanced event correlation to identify suspicious behavior
- Configuration management to uncover vulnerabilities hidden within your application stack.
Apervita Scales Rapid Company Growth with Alert Logic

**Challenge**
As a health compute platform, Apervita needed a partner to help secure its environment 24/7, along with the necessary tooling to keep up with the rapid pace of change.

**Solution**
Alert Logic provided around-the-clock security staff with a standardized toolset and operating procedures to ensure consistently high levels of service that scaled with business growth.

**Benefits**
- Increased from 24 hospitals in platform to over 3000 in less than two years
- Freed up internal team to focus on more essential tasks
- Reduced time and costs

"Alert Logic has a proven security platform, the latest threat intelligence, and experts watching over our environments 24/7 – at a lower total cost than doing it on our own or other vendor approaches."

Marty Jablonski, Information Security Officer, Apervita

**About Apervita**
Apervita was founded with the vision of creating a network that connects every healthcare organization, empowering them to easily and rapidly build and share applications to deploy insights to the people who can put them to work to improve healthcare.

**About Alert Logic**
An integrated suite of managed infrastructure and workload security and compliance controls for the cloud, on-premises, hosted, and hybrid infrastructures.

Solution available in [AWS Marketplace](https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/details/Alert-Logic)